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Arrhenius-type temperature dependence of the segmental
relaxation below Tg
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In a recent paper DiMarzio and Yang@J. Res. Natl. Inst. Stand. Technol.102, 135~1997!# predicted
that transport properties such as viscosity and diffusion coefficient do not follow the typical
Williams, Landel, and Ferry~WLF! @J. Am. Chem. Soc.77, 3701~1955!# or Vogel–Fulcher-type of
temperature dependence as the glass transition is approached. Rather, a transition to an
Arrhenius-type of temperature dependence is predicted. Here we describe long term aging
experiments that explore the temperature dependence of the viscoelastic response of polycarbonate
in the vicinity of the glass transition. Aging the material for long times below the nominal glass
transition temperature, assures that equilibrium is attained and we can directly test the DiMarzio–
Yang prediction. In tests in which glassy samples of polycarbonate were aged into equilibrium at
temperatures up to 17 °C below the conventionally measured glass transition temperature, we find
that the results are consistent with a transition from Vogel–Fulcher or WLF-type behavior to
Arrhenius-type behavior. Our results are discussed within the context of other measurements on
nonpolymeric glasses and other recent results on polymeric glass formers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the vicinity of the glass transition temperatureTg the
viscosity and diffusion coefficient of polymers and oth
glass forming liquids are strong functions of temperature
is generally accepted that most materials exhibit n
Arrhenius behavior.1–5 For example, the viscosityh is often
described using the so-called Vogel–Fulcher3 temperature
law,

h5h0eB/~T2T`!, ~1!

whereh0 is a prefactor,B is a material parameter,T is ab-
solute temperature, andT` is the temperature at which th
viscosity would become infinite. A typical example o
the Vogel–Fulcher-type temperature dependence for p
styrene6 is shown in Fig. 1. The viscosity singularity atT` is
generally found to be approximately 50 °C below the co
ventionally measured glass transition temperature and
note that whenT`50 K, the Vogel–Fulcher expression
equivalent to an Arrhenius equation. The singularity in t
viscosity is often interpreted in terms of free volume1,4,5,7

models or the Adam–Gibbs8 relation between viscosity an
configurational entropy. However, in a recent publication D
Marzio and Yang9 presented a new theoretical result, bas
on configurational entropy concepts, which suggests
there is no singularity in the viscosity-temperature behav
in going through the glass transition. Rather, they predict
the material should exhibit a transition towards
Arrhenius-type temperature dependence as theTg is ap-

a!Current address: IRC for Polymer Physics, University of Leeds, Lee
United Kingdom.

b!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
gmckenna@nist.gov
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proached. Therefore, it is of interest to revisit the problem
the viscosity-temperature relationship near to and below
nominal glass transition temperature.

In examining the problem of the temperature depe
dence of the transport properties~e.g., viscosity, diffusion
coefficient! in glass forming systems we need to consid
several aspects of the behavior. First, in most nonpolym
materials, the viscosity and the material ‘‘glassy’’ relaxati
times will follow closely with each other. On the other han
in polymers, the viscosity is dominated by entangleme1

effects with the result that the temperature dependence o
glassy or segmental relaxations may be different from
terminal relaxations or viscosity,10–14 i.e., bothB andT` in
Eq. ~1! can differ depending on whether one measures s
mental or terminal relaxation times. To assure that we
dress the relaxations relevant to the glass, we use tim
temperature superposition principles1 to determine shift
factors for the segmental relaxation of polycarbonate.
then ask if these shift factors follow the appropriate Voge
Fulcher-type behavior or take on an Arrhenius-type behav
as one goes below the conventional glass transition.

An additional consideration is that, as one traverses
glass transition, it is well known that the material falls out
equilibrium and the corresponding relaxation times or v
cosities of the nonequilibrium system do not becom
singular.5,15–22Therefore, it is important that measuremen
of the relaxation response be performed in such a way
the equilibrium response is obtained. We assure this by
forming physical aging experiments using Struik’s22 protocol
~described subsequently! for times as long as 23d(2
3106 s) to assure equilibration of the mechanical respon

Finally, we note that there are data in the literature t
suggest Arrhenius behavior for the viscosity23,24 in some
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small molecule glass forming liquids and for the structu
recovery times25 in polymeric glass formers. We discuss o
results in terms of these findings as well.

II. METHODS OF ANALYSIS

A. Analysis of the stress relaxation data

A standard approach to characterize the viscoelastic
sponse of a polymer glass, such as polycarbonate, is to
form stress relaxation measurements in torsion. Here we
port the relaxation response at a nominal torsional strain
0.02, which we found previously18 to exhibit the same aging
time and temperature behavior as experiments at sm
strains, although at this strain the polycarbonate may
slightly into the nonlinear response regime. An often-us
representation for the response function in stress relaxa
experiments is the stretched exponential
Kohlrausch26–Williams–Watts27 ~KWW!,

G~ t !5G0e2~ t/t0!b
, ~2!

whereG(t) is the shear~torsional! modulus response at tim
t, t0 is a characteristic time,b a shape parameter related
the breadth of the relaxation curve, andG0 can be interpreted
as the zero time shear modulus. Clearly,G(t) is a function of
both aging time in the glassy state and of temperature.
prior study18 showed that time-aging time superposition a
time-temperature superposition applied very well to t
polycarbonate in the range 30–135 °C.28

B. Time-aging time and time–temperature
superposition

The reduced time concepts involved in the time-ag
time and the time–temperature superposition principles h

FIG. 1. Typical viscosity–temperature dependence for a polymeric m
See text for discussion~after Ref. 6!.
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been extensively discussed elsewhere.1,5,10,12–15,18–22,27,29,30

Here we provide the relevant definitions for the analysis u
in this study. The superposition principle is based on
assumption that the shape of the viscoelastic spectrum,
therefore that of the relaxation modulus, does not vary w
the relevant parameter, e.g., aging timete or temperatureT.
In the framework of the KWW function@Eq. ~2!#, the iso-
thermal response at aging timete,i relative to that at some
reference aging timete,r is written in terms of an aging time
shift factorate ,

ate5
t0~T,te,i !

t0~T,te,r !
. ~3!

Similarly, the isochronal response at different tempe
tures is described by a temperature shift factoraT ,

aT5
t0~ te ,Ti !

t0~ te ,Tr !
, ~4!

whereTi is the temperature of interest andTr is the reference
temperature. Then, the simplest form of time-aging time a
time–temperature superposition for the stress relaxation
sponse is described as

G~ te ,T!5G0e2@ t/aTatet0~ te,r ,Tr !#b
. ~5!

Equation ~5! represents a time-aging time and time
temperature reduction without any ‘‘vertical’’ shifting of th
data. However, it has been observed1,12,29that, in fact, verti-
cal shifts can be required to reduce the data and the phen
enological justification for such shifting has been describ
by Markovitz.30 Above the glass transition, in polymers, th
basis for the vertical shifts is understood in terms of rub
elasticity of the entangled macromolecular chains.1 Near to
and below the glass transition, the theoretical understand
for such vertical shifts has yet to be provided. Regardle
the vertical shifts for aging timebte and temperaturebT are
written in terms of the parameters of Eq.~2! as follows:

bte
5

G0~ te,r !

G0~ te!
, ~6!

bT5
G0~Tr !

G0~T!
, ~7!

and the reduced stress relaxation modulus is then writte

G~ te ,T!5bTbte
G0~ ter

,Tr !e
2@ t/aTatet0~ te,r ,Tr !#b

. ~8!

Equations~2!–~8! provide a useful framework for dat
analysis. Because the viscosity is not the appropriate vari
to use to examine the temperature dependence of the
mental relaxation in high molecular weight polymers, we u
the segmental shift factoraT which is more readily analyzed
in the form of the so-called WLF~Ref. 4! equation rather
than the Vogel–Fulcher3 Eq. ~1!. Thus,

logaT5
C1~T2Ts!

C21~T2Ts!
, ~9!

whereC1 andC2 are material parameters andTs is a refer-
ence temperature, often taken as the glass transition temp

lt.
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ture. The Vogel–Fulcher parameters and the WLF para
eters are related by the following expressions:

C15B~Ts2T`!, ~10!

C25Ts2T` . ~11!

Finally, in a recent paper, DiMarzio and Yang9 proposed
a new model that relates the relaxation response~transport
properties! of glass forming polymers based on a simplifi
energy landscape and in the context of t
Gibbs–DiMarzio31,32 configurational entropy theory of th
glass transition. In their model, contrary to the expectat
that one would find a Vogel–Fulcher relationship similar
that obtained via the Adam–Gibbs8 construction, they find
that the shift factors~or viscosities! follow an Arrhenius-type
of behavior as the glass transition is approached. Then,
shift factors should depend on temperature according to
following relationship:

logaT52
AFc

kb
S 1

T
2

1

Tg
D , ~12!

whereA is a constant,kb is the Boltzmann constant, andFc

is the configurational free energy, which DiMarzio an
Yang9 find to be constant below the glass transition tempe
ture.

Equation~12! predicts that the transport properties a
expected to be nonsingular~and Arrhenius-type! as one
traverses the glass transition-contrary to prior thought ba
on the WLF or Vogel–Fulcher relationship observed for v
cosity and often also interpreted in terms of t
Adam–Gibbs8,33,34relationship in which the shift factors de
pend on the reciprocal of the configurational entropySc

21.
The relevant variable is the configurational free energyFc ,
which is expected to be a constant below the glass transi

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS „REF. 35…

A. Material

The material employed in this investigation was a Ge
eral Electric Lexan LS-2, which is an UV stabilized, com
mercial grade bisphenol-A polycarbonate. This material
been extensively characterized in this laboratory and
reader is referred to the relevant publications18,20,21,36–38for
detailed information. Relevant to this work, the nominalTg

was measured as 141.3 °C using differential scanning c
rimetry heating at 10 °C/min.36 ~The Tg was taken as the
midpoint of the change in the heat capacity.! The character-
istics of the material are given in Table I. The polycarbon
was supplied in the form of extruded rods of 25 mm diam

B. Stress relaxation testing

Cylinders of the polycarbonate were first machined t
length of 50 mm and diameter 12 mm. Subsequently a ga
section of 30 mm length and from 4 to 7 mm diam w
machined. In order to remove the effects of previous ther
and/or mechanical history, the samples were heated
145 °C ~approximately 4 °C above the nominalTg) for 1 h
prior to testing. Residual birefringence was not observed
looking through crossed polars. Single samples could
-
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used for multiple tests. Samples were replaced when t
failed. Therefore, multiple samples were used to comp
the entire body of experiments.

The torsion measurements were carried out on a Rh
metrics RMS 7200 load frame, modified in our laborato
with a computer controlled servomotor. The sample a
grips were housed within a heater chamber for tempera
control. The measured oven stability~based on the range o
measurements! was better than60.2 °C. The torque relax-
ations were measured at nominal strainsg ~based on the
cylinder outer radius! of 0.02,

g5RC, C5
F

L
, ~13!

whereF5angle of twist,R is the cylinder radius,L is the
length of the gauge section, andC is the angle of twist per
unit length.

Aging experiments were performed by first normalizin
the samples at 145 °C for 1 h and then rapidly cooling them
to the aging temperature for testing. We followed the ag
procedure first suggested by Struik.22 After the temperature
change, a sequence of deformations was applied to e
sample beginning at an aging timete,1 and with a loading
time td,1 where the sample was unloaded for a timetu,1 .
Subsequent deformations were applied atte,i for durations
td,i such thattd,i /te,i50.10 andte,i 1152te,i . Here we report
results from experiments performed for aging temperatu
between 70 °C and 144 °C with emphasis on results nea
the glass temperature where the aging experiments sho
that the mechanical response had attained its equilibr
value in 23d or less. For temperatures higher than 135 °C
aging was observed because the equilibration times w
shorter than the shortest aging time~'1800 s! at which the
mechanical testing was performed.

Finally, throughout this work, rather than using the stre
relaxation modulus we use the torque response. This is
cause the absolute values of the modulus are not well kn
for the samples tested very close to the glass transition t
perature. This occurred because the samples are soft ne
the glass transition and this can lead to some slippage in
grips upon applying the step-strain in torsion~the grips are
fully described in a paper by McKenna and Kovacs39!.
Hence the absolute magnitude of the strain is unkno

TABLE I. Moleculara characteristics of polycarbonate used in this stu
~from Ref. 37!.

Mw

~g/mol!
Mn

~g/mol!
Mz

~g/mol! BPAb

46 579 18 236 74 220 42.8

aMolecular weights are given as weight average, number average, az
average by subscriptsw, n, andz, respectively. According to ISO-31-8, th
term ‘‘molecular weight’’ has been replaced by ‘‘relative molecular mas
symbolMr . Thus, if this nomenclature and notation were to be followed
this publication, one would writeMr ,w instead of the historically conven
tional mw for the weight average molecular weight and it would be call
the ‘‘weight average relative molecular mass.’’ The conventional notati
rather than the ISO notation has been used in this publication.

bBPA5Bisphenol-A residual in parts BPA per million parts by mass po
carbonate.
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FIG. 2. Torsional relaxation response of polycarbona
at different aging times subsequent to a quench fro
145 °C. Aging times as in legend. The master curve
offset by 1.5 decades for clarity. See text for discussi
and error estimates.
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However, for the purposes of determining the tim
temperature shift factors, the shape of the curves is
changed and the data are valid for these determinations
add that, if the slippage that occurred during the initial s
in strain had continued during the duration of the relaxati
the shapes of the relaxation curves would have been disto
and time–temperature~or time-aging time! superposition
could not have been applied to the data and shift fac
would not have been able to be obtained. One result of t
however, is the inability to determine the vertical shift fa
tors because these are impacted by the error in the s
magnitude. This procedure is, then, similar to that used
Plazek40 in creep measurements in which an empirical geo
etry factor is applied for samples of unknown geometry a
therefore, for which the strains are unknown. This results
an arbitrary vertical shifting of the data.

IV. RESULTS

In prior18,37,41 work on this polycarbonate material w
applied time-aging time and time–temperature superposi
to data generated from tests carried out at temperatures
tween 30 °C and 135 °C and for aging times to 63 000 s.~The
emphasis of the current work is on new data obtained
samples that have been aged into equilibrium below the g
transition temperature.! Figure 2 shows the typical relaxatio
responses for a sample tested at 70 °C after being quen
from 145 °C. As seen in the figure, the relaxation modu
shifts along the log~time! axis and the conditions for time
aging time superposition are obtained. Both vertical a
horizontal shifts were necessary to superimpose our d
The master curve is depicted as offset by a decade and a
in time for clarity and to show the quality of the superpo
tion. This illustrates the time-aging time superposition b
havior of this material.

The aging time shift factors obtained near to the gl
transition temperature by shifting torque data are depicte
Fig. 3 where we have plotted the logarithm of the aging ti
shift factor vs the logarithm of the aging time for temper
tures between 119 °C and 135 °C. Note that the shifts
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arbitrarily set to zero at 1800 s aging time. Several import
points arise from Fig. 3. First, at 135 °C we note that t
material has attained its equilibrium at the shortest ag
time after the quench~approximately 30 min!, even though
the glass transition is nominally 141 °C. This simply reflec
the kinetic nature of theTg and is consistent with other suc
observations.15,39,42,43,44 As the temperature of aging de
creases, we see that the shift factors~or relaxation times!
evolve as aging time increases because of the decrea
volume or enthalpy of the nonequilibrium glass.5,22 After
some time the shift factors cease changing and the tim
which the evolution ceases increases strongly with decr
ing temperature. We consider the plateau for which the e
lution has ceased to be the equilibrium mechanical respo

FIG. 3. Variation of the aging time shift factor with aging time for temper
tures between 119 °C and 135 °C. Note that at 135 °C, the sample has e
brated within the first 1800 s after the quench and that equilibration ta
longer and longer as temperature is decreased. The lowest temperatu
which equilibration is achieved was 124.1 °C. The approximate equilib
tion time exceeded 12 days (13106 s). Error bars represent60.1 logarith-
mic decade and the lines bounding the data for the 124.1 °C experim
represent 95% confidence limits for the 3rd order polynomial regressio
the data.
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and we see that at 124.1 °C the time to reach this platea
on the order of 12 days (13106 s).

In order to compare responses at the different temp
tures, time–temperature superposition needs to be valid
noted above, prior work18,37,41established that this polycar
bonate can be described by time-aging time and tim
temperature superpositions over the temperature range
135 °C. Here we report the new torque results for
samples aged long enough that their mechanical resp
had ceased to change, i.e., into equilibrium. Figure 4 sh
individual temperature curves as well as the reduced or m
ter curve created by performing vertical and horizontal sh
on the data. The temperature shift factors and error estim
for the equilibrated samples are presented subsequently28

Finally, the data obtained from the time-temperature
duction can be used to test the DiMarzio–Yang9 expectation
that the temperature dependence of the time shift fac
should become Arrhenius as the glass transition is traver
In Fig. 5 we plot the temperature shift factors with 142
chosen as the reference temperature, i.e.,aT51 (logaT50).
The error in the temperature is approximately60.2 °C~range
of measurements! and reflects the stability of the heat
chamber. The error in the temperature shift factor is appro
mately60.2 log units. This error is the estimated sample
sample variation determined from the shift factors requi
to superpose repeat experiments carried out at the same
perature. Also plotted is the extrapolation of the WLF
Vogel–Fulcher equation for the segmental relaxation
polycarbonate given by Mercier and Groenincks45 from
stress relaxation measurements at temperatures
140.5 °C to 172.5 °C and shifted toTs5142 °C (C1514.42
and C2543.97 °C). The ‘‘universal’’ WLF curve (C1

517.44 andC2551.6 °C shifted toTs5142 °C) is also
shown.

FIG. 4. Torsional relaxation response of polycarbonate for temperat
from 124.1 °C to 144.0 °C. Tests are all for samples that were aged
equilibrium. Some temperatures are omitted for clarity. Master or redu
curve, which includes data from all temperatures, was constructed u
horizontal~time! shift factors presented in Figs. 5 and 6.~See text for error
estimates.! In addition, vertical shift factors to correct for the uncertainty
the strain were used. Master curve is offset by 5 decades for clarity an
reference temperature is 144 °C.
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Clearly, the data from the present study show a sign
cantly smaller temperature dependence than either of the
WLF curves. Further, the data are almost linear with te
perature. We also fitted the data to a WLF function withTs

5142 °C using a least squares fitting procedure to give v
ues ofC1549.7 andC25174.6 °C. The resulting curve i
also plotted in Fig. 5. In terms of the Vogel–Fulcher tem
perature singularityT` , we find that the value is far below
that normally expected for glass forming liquids relative
the glass transition temperature,T`5Ts2C2'233 °C5Tg

2175 °C. In Fig. 6 we replot the data on an Arrhenius p
(logaT vs 1/T) and show the WLF behavior calculated fro
the Mercier and Groenincks45 parameters as well as a lin
representing the Arrhenius fit to the data with resulting a
vation energy ofEa59.583105 J mol21 K21. Although the
data cannot be used to distinguish among a linear temp
ture dependence, an Arrhenius temperature dependence
WLF–Vogel–Fulcher temperature dependence with a v
low singularity temperature, it is clear that the equilibriu
temperature dependence of the segmental viscoelastic r
ation of polycarbonate does not follow the expected stro
singularity obtained from measurements above the g
transition. We interpret this result to be consistent with t
predictions of the DiMarzio–Yang9 model.~See also the dis-
cussion in Ref. 33.!

V. DISCUSSION

The strongly non-Arrhenius temperature dependence
the viscosity or relaxation times has long been assumed t
the hallmark of glass forming liquids. Therefore, it is of in
terest to ask what the significance of the current results
First, of course, the question arises as to the universality
the observed transition from the WLF–Vogel–Fulcher-ty

es
to
d

ng

he

FIG. 5. Comparison of the temperature shift factors obtained for polyc
bonate with linear and WLF behaviors, as indicated in legend. Samples
into equilibrium in the vicinity of the calorimetric glass transition. For th
WLF fits, Ts5142 °C. Error bars represent uncertainty in temperat
~60.3 °C! and in the temperature shift factor based on the expanded un
tainty for repeat measurements at a single temperature.
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behavior to the Arrhenius behavior. Is it unique to, e.g., po
carbonate? Or are there other instances of such observe
havior? Do other measurements that observe Arrhenius
havior extend to the same temperature regime? And so fo

There are sporadic reports of some glass forming liqu
exhibiting Arrhenius-temperature dependencies near to
glass transition. Macedo and Napolitano23 have reported tha
B2O3 glasses exhibit a transition in viscosity to Arrheni
behavior below the glass transition temperature. Howe
unlike the polycarbonate studied here, B2O3 exhibits other
unusual thermodynamic behavior as well. For example
entropy of B2O3 does not extrapolate to a lower entropy th
the crystal form of the material at the so-called Kauzman46

temperature. Furthermore, the volume–temperature resp
of B2O3 does not exhibit the normal behavior47 above the
glass transition, i.e., it is concave towards the tempera
axis in a plot of volume vs temperature rather than convex
in polycarbonate and other glass forming polymers.5,29

In other work, Laughlin and Uhlmann24 and Cukierman
et al.48 have reported for a series of organic glass form
liquids that the viscosity-temperature dependence follo
Arrhenius-type behavior beginning at temperatures w
above the nominal glass transition temperature. For exam
Arrhenius-type behavior is exhibited bya-phenyl-o-cresol at
h.104 Pa s which corresponds to a temperature appr
mately 20 °C above the glass transition measured ca
metrically and approximately 35 °C above the glass tran
tion temperature~taken as the point at which the viscosity
1012Pa s, a common practice2,23,24,46!. In the same series o
studies, large deviations from the Vogel–Fulcher-type te
perature dependence of the viscosity were also shown
ortho-terphenyl, salol and tri-a-naphthylbenzene. Howeve
in all instances, the onset appeared well above the glass
sition temperature and theT` values were reported to b
very close to the glass transition temperature whether ba
on calorimetric estimates or on the point at which the visc

FIG. 6. Arrhenius plot of the data given in Fig. 5. Solid points are data, s
line is Arrhenius fit to the data. Line with open circles is a WLF equat
obtained by Mercier and Gronincks~Ref. 45! for the segmental relaxation o
bisphenol A polycarbonate.
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ity reached a value of 1012Pa s. Table II shows1,17,23,24,49,50,51

some comparisons of the calorimetric and viscosity e
matedTg values as well as the Vogel–FulcherT` for several
glass forming materials. As noted previously,T` is often in
the vicinity of 50 °C below theTg as is the case for the
polycarbonate data obtained by Mercier and Groeninck45

By comparison, the polycarbonate data obtained in this st
suggest strongly that the segmental relaxation change
temperature dependence from WLF–Vogel-type
Arrhenius-type at the same point as the structural recov
times become such that the polymer undergoes its kin
glass transition.

Also, there are other recent measurements on polym
leading to similar findings to our own. Simonet al.25 report
on structural recovery data for polystyrene and find a sim
trend to that observed for our polycarbonate data. In ad
tion, they report that data from Braun and Kovacs,52 upon
reanalysis of the temperature dependence of the shift fac
show a transition from Vogel–Fulcher to Arrhenius-type b
havior in the vicinity of the conventionally measured gla
transition. We remark that Braun and Kovacs52 did not come
to the same conclusion.

In addition, we note that a recent paper by Stickelet al.53

reports the results of an investigation of the temperature
pendence of simple liquid dynamics using multiple metho
of measurement. They concluded that there is a transi
from the Vogel–Fulcher behavior to a second Voge
Fulcher behavior when the glass transition does not in
vene. Our results for a polymeric glass suggest that if ther

d

TABLE II. Comparison of the calorimetric~or volumetric! glass transition
temperature, the viscositya ~glass transition!, and the Vogel–Fulcher singu
larity temperature for various glass-forming materials. References give
parentheses.

Material
Tg /K

~Calorimetric!
Tg /K

(h51012 Pa s) T` /K

Bisphenol A 414.5~36! N/A 371.2 ~45!
Polycarbonate
Polystyrene 370~1! N/A 325 ~1!
Polybutadiene 261~1! N/A 226 ~1!
Poly~vinyl acetate! 305 ~1! N/A 258 ~1!
Poly~methyl 388 ~1! N/A 308 ~1!
methacrylate!
Ortho-terphenyl 248~48! 241 ~24,48! 248 ~24,48!

231 ~49!
Salol 220 ~24! 213 ~48! 226 ~24!
a-phenyl-o-cresol 220~24! 210 ~48! 210 ~24!
Tri-a-naphthyl- ¯ 334 ~48! 342.7 ~24!
benzene
B2O3 555 ~17! 548 ~23! 138 ~23!
1,2 diphenyl 240.8~51! ¯ 171.9 ~51!
benzene @volumetric#
6-phenyl ether 248.2~51! ¯ 173.4 ~51!

@volumetric#
Tri-cresyl 156.5~51! ¯ 200.2 ~51!
phosphate @volumetric#

aDefined as temperature at whichh51012 Pa s. Also, note that this measur
is not applicable to polymers because their viscosity reflects the entan
ment mechanism and varies dramatically with molecular weight while ot
measures of the glass transition are relatively insensitive to molec
weight once the system is well entangled~Ref. 1!.
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a second Vogel–Fulcher regime, it must appear well be
the glass transition or have a temperature dependence cl
approximating the Arrhenius-type of temperature dep
dence.

Finally, we remark that the polymer dynamics model
Douglas and Hubbard54 suggests a return to Arrhenius b
havior belowTg followed by a second non-Arrhenius regim
belowT`—a regime inaccessible in this study. The reade
referred to that work for further details.

VI. SUMMARY

Investigation of the time–temperature superposition
sponse of a polycarbonate glass below the glass trans
shows that the temperature dependence of the equilibr
shift factors deviates strongly from the singular behavior
pected from the Vogel–Fulcher or WLF dependence
tained in equilibrium and above the nominalTg . Samples
were aged into equilibrium at temperatures as much as 1
below the nominal calorimetricTg and the segmental shif
factors were obtained from the stress relaxation respo
The temperature dependence of the shift factors in the t
perature range investigated can be interpreted as b
Arrhenius, but is also indistinguishable from either a line
temperature dependence or a very weak singularity, w
Vogel–Fulcher parameterT` having a value some 175 °C
below the nominalTg . These results are consistent with
new model developed by DiMarzio and Yang9 in which it is
claimed that the viscosity should not exhibit a temperat
singularity in traversing the glass transition.
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